Dear Comrades

Please refer to the earlier communication regarding the formation speedy and
uniform implementation of NRP judgment and my first reminder

In this regard ,The General Secretaries of the units where the
implementation is completed were requested to send me a copy of the pre‐
revised and revised seniority list of ITIs and ITOs of their charge for the
Recruitment Year from 1986‐87 to 2012‐13 along with the copies of the
minutes of the revised DPCs.

It is regretted to state that most of the units have not responded to the
request so far. I have received the list only from the following units. These lists
are also incomplete and the details are given as under.

Sl No
1

Unit
Gujarat

2

Kerala

3

Karnataka

4

AP and TS

5

Orissa

Details sent
Revised lists of
ITO and ITI along
with minutes
Revised and pre‐
revised lists and
minutes
Revised lists of
ITO and ITI along
with minutes
Revised lists of
ITO and ITI along
with minutes

Details required
Pre‐revised list of
ITO and ITI

Pre‐revised list of
ITO and ITI

Pre‐revised list of
ITO and ITI( Year
of exam may be
specified in ITIs
list)
Revised lists of Pre‐revised list of
ITO( from 1994‐ ITO and ITI and
95 to 2008‐09) revised list of

6

NWR

7

TN

8

Pune

and ITI along with ITOs
for
the
minutes
remaining period(
Year of exam may
be specified in
ITIs list)
Revised lists of Pre‐revised list of
ITO and ITI along ITO and ITI
with minutes
Revised lists of Revised list of ITIs
ITO and minutes and Pre‐revised
list of ITO and ITI
Draft list of ITI Revised final lists
2001‐02 onwards of ITO and ITI
along
with
minutes.
Pre‐
revised list of ITO
and ITI

The revised seniority list of Inspectors is most important because the NRP
decision is to be implemented in the cadre of ITIs first. It is also requested to
specify the RY of the promotions, Year of Exam of the DR ITIs and date of
joining of the Interchange transferees/compassionate appointments/Sports
quota/Inter‐department transfer/Surplus Cell appointments etc.
It is also requested to intimate me the principles followed by their
charge in interspacing the Inter Charge transferees .A copy of the lists may
also be sent in excel format. A common format in this regard was circulated
The pre‐revised list of ITOs is also required to verify the number of
promotions done in the respective RYs as certain units have raised doubts
about the distribution of vacancies for the RY 2000‐01 and 2001‐02(please
clarify the discrepancies in this regard in the light of letter vide F.No.A‐
32013/2/2002‐Ad. VI dated 21/02/2002 in which vacancies arisen in ITO cadre
on account of promotion to the grade of ACsIT was communicated by the CBDT
bifurcating the same for all CCIT (CCA) charges for vacancy year 2000‐01 and
2001‐2002).

TN, NER and MP units have intimated that the list will be sent to me in another
two days. West Bengal intimated that the list will be ready in another two
weeks. No response has been received from Delhi, Mumbai, UP(W), UP(E),
Bihar, Nagpur and Rajasthan.
Yours faithfully,

V M Jayadevan
18‐02‐2016

